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From: Jennifer Gallerani <Jennifer.G@myblackbird.com>
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2021 3:49 PM
To: CCB Meetings
Cc: Tyler Klimas; Tim Conder; Michael Miles
Subject: Public Comment: CCB Board Meeting June 22, 2021

Dear CCB Board Members, 
 
Blackbird is pleased to see the CCB continue the discussion regarding Blackbird's petition to waive the two driver/agent 
requirement under NCCR 13.025(5) [CCB Board Meeting Agenda Item VIII].  As per the June 15th Public Workshop, we 
will continue to provide the CCB with substantiation as to why two distribution agents are not needed in higher value 
transports.  Insurance and security providers are generating statements for us, confirming the perspective that two 
drivers do not provide significant benefit when considering transport safety and security.  We will share those letters 
with CCB early next week. 
 
While the CCB considers permanent amendments to NCCR 13.025(5), we kindly ask that the Board continue to extend 
the temporary waiver from requiring two drivers for cargo loads over $25,000.  We are near the finish line with full 
vaccinations of our staff, but not quite there.  We have been operating with single-driver transports since CCB granted 
the initial waiver in December 2019, and have had zero instances of positive COVID cases.  The single-driver transports 
continue to be extremely effective in protecting our unvaccinated workforce from COVID-19.   
 
In addition, because of the extended period of time we have been operating with single-driver transports, the 
reinstitution of the two-driver requirement will trigger a doubling of our current workforce.  If the Board decides to 
discontinue the temporary waiver today, we will need 2-3 weeks to staff up, since 80% of our transports would 
immediately require two drivers instead of one.  Please also note that we are wary of doubling our workforce, and 
investing substantial onboarding resources and training, if the end result is a permanent amendment to the regulation 
that then requires us to lay-off said new workforce.  We have had no issues related to safety and security while 
operating with single-driver transports since December 2019. 
 
Please consider extending the temporary waiver until a final decision is reached on the permanent amendment to this 
regulation. 
 
Thank you, 
Jennifer Gallerani 
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From: Abad Piza <abad6000@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2021 4:58 AM
To: CCB Meetings
Subject: Licensing process

I’m writing to you about becoming a small business in the cannabis industry. The pricing that has been placed on 
licensing is fair. Although I don’t qualify due to the liquid asset requirement nor do I currently own a business I would 
still like to participate within the market. 
 
From what I’ve learned and have been able to gather is that the only way in at the moment is to buy a current license. 
The cost of that is out of range for me but since lounges are being talked about and since it was already proven by the 
lawsuit that took place the Cookies Vs. The State of Nevada that the process was not fair. I was wanting to ask if the 
liquid asset clause and the need for a board could be removed and to allow for a S-Corp or Sole Proprietor to meet the 
qualifications for licensure. 
 
I would like to be awarded a medical cultivation license in a way that anyone can apply. 
 
 
Abad A. Piza 
(702) 609-1657 
Abad6000@gmail.com 
 


